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Concept
Build dynamic interfaces

Without any Javascript

By combining PHP, HTML and some Livewire magic

Thanks to a lightweight JS layerConcept
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Prototyping...Out of the sewer Got a concept workingx10



At this point
Wrote new Magento 2 backend logic from scratch

Copied & pasted Livewire's core javascript into Magento

Wrote some bootstrapping code to get things going



Lets try it

With zero lines of javascript, just plain HTML, CSS, PHP and.... no page reloads



Moving on...

Including a bit of Alpine.js to hide and show the configuration DIV



Final result

Still no javascript required



So I thought
I want to use this for all my projects

Such a clean & elegant way of building small reusable components

This could have great potential for other as well

And I need to show this at Reacticon...

How to show all these features under 40 minutes?!?!

Nevertheless - this needs to become a plug- & play extension!





MAGEWIRE
A Laravel Livewire port for Magento 2



Magewire
Magewire is a Laravel Livewire port for Magento 2. The goal is to make it fun
and easy to build modern, reactive and dynamic interfaces, without leaving
the comfort of Magento's core layout and template system.

Magewire can be the missing piece when you intend to build dynamic and
reactive features, but don't require or feel comfortable working with a full
Javascript framework like Vue or React.
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Laravel Livewire is made by Caleb Porzio

TALL Stack (Tailwind, Alpine, Laravel & Livewire)

Popular within the Laravel community

Not to be compared with Vue or React

It's like AlpineJS - damn simple to use

Background



Both a front- & backend framework

A wireable & stateless AJAX based communication mechanism between
frontend & backend

A kind of AlpineJS like experience for both Front- & Backend developers,
who want to build dynamic components in a secure and easy way

Way too much to explain within a bullet list

What is it?



Life cycle in a nutshell
 Initial render

 Input field change

 Triggers update request

 Hydrates the Magewire component

 Returns a response with some fresh HTML and values

 Morph's the DOM in a smart and elegant way

 Triggers any browser events or component emits

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Keep the Javascript part identical to Laravel Livewire

Keep it quick and easy to implement and use

Make it enjoyable

Don't try to make a Vue or React competitor

Release it as an open source package

My goals



A very basic example

Finally... some code



Wire your block



The business logic



Make it dynamic





Recap
100% functional

Comes with a RequireJS compatibility extension

Use it where it makes sense, it's not a Vue or React competitor!

Fully open source

Beta version released today

Always looking for feedback



Future
Modal & Dialogs loading

Forms with field validation rules

Secure file up- & download

Unit & Integration tests

Pagination improvements

Throttling capabilities



magewirephp/magewire

magewirephp/magewire-requirejs

magewirephp/magewire-examples

/docs/Features.md
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